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figure 3a is a screenshot showing the graphical user interface of neurogem, where at the top panel it is displayed information on individual modifier records and the browsing table. the middle panel contains a table, where the user can browse modifiers associated with a selected phenotype
(here, hd, as indicated by the text inside the table header) in the appropriate species. the bottom panel displays the list of all the phenotypes for which a modifier was found, ranked based on the number of modifiers. for each phenotype, links to ontologies and to searches in text and

literature databases are provided (see text for more details). each modifier entry (i.e., d. melanogaster gene) contains gene function information (figure 3b), gene information (flybase and wormbase identifier, c. elegans identifier, and uniprot identifier; figure 3c) as well as
expression/transcriptional profile data (figure 3d) and links to the relevant data in the three different genome databases (figure 3e). precision of the phenotype definition in neurogem is provided by two aspects. first, all the terms used in our model are defined in the foundational ontologies.

second, we introduced a mechanism for linking the phenotype definition to the experimental results, which allows us to visualize changes in experimental data over time and even to incorporate new types of experimental data, such as prediction models in the future. for instance, the hd
model (figure 4a) included definitions of the concepts for huntington disease in the three species. to facilitate the conceptualization of the disease, we added an additional quality, affected_nodes, which links phenotypes to the concept defined in genen [ 45 ]. this concept in turn has a part,
affected_nodes, and the latter is a part of the concept for the affected_nodes defined in ontology gfo (general formal ontology) [ 40 ]. the concept affected_nodes is defined at a higher level of abstraction (in gfo) and is linked to the phenotype definition via the data type that is a subtype of

gfo:0000144, the gene node, so that the user can identify the nodes defined in gfo that are affected in a certain phenotype model. this allows the experimentalist to directly understand the exact node affected in the hd model in gfo (figure 4b). we further specified the types of nodes that are
affected by adding the concept affected_nodes to the concept affected_nodes defined in ontology pato (phenotypic quality ontology) [ 42 ]. to a gfo concept, the following relationships are added: data type - x_a and data type - x_b, which mean that any change of the class x_a is a subtype of

x_b. a high-level mapping between the two data types is provided as a data type ontology data (dto) [ 38 ], which means that the experimentalist can freely use the data provided in this ontology, e.g. the quality affected_nodes, to specify the concept affected_nodes in pato. this is also
supported by a simple visualization tool that links phenotypic concepts in pato to the concepts in dto (figure 4c). when linking phenotypic concepts to a given data type in dto, users are able to visualize the phenotypic concepts as subtypes of the data types (figure 4d). we also implemented a

mechanism to create phenotype signatures in order to represent the complex combination of functional and structural phenotypes as in figure 5a.
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the identification of genetic modifiers not only provides new and important insights into the biology of nds, but also may have therapeutic implications. for example, a common approach for therapeutic drug development is to validate the disease mechanism in animal models that closely
mimic the human disorder. this validation is crucial to avoid exposing patients to toxic treatments that may do more harm than good. a possible complication is that animal models may not entirely mimic the human disorder. indeed, one may predict that genetic modifiers may compensate

or exacerbate a molecular phenotype when pharmacologically suppressed or enhanced. neurogem enables the search for additional therapeutic drug targets (or identify potential drugs) for therapeutic intervention by combining genetic and drug-based screens. in figure 4 d, we show several
candidates that could be further investigated by using the drug, and we provide the corresponding tissue specific expression pattern and information for that drug in neurogem. neurogem can be used to identify single or multiple genetic modifiers, also in combination with drugs.

neurofibromin, the product of the nf1 gene is a tumour suppressor and a potent negative regulator of the ras/mapk pathway. neurofibromin negatively regulates the ras/mapk pathway through its interaction with ras gtpase-activating protein, which traps ras at the inner leaflet of the plasma
membrane. mutations in the nf1 gene are a main cause of nf1. analysis of nf1 patients with macrocephaly, skin pigmentation, and various degrees of intracranial tumours have shown that loss-of-function mutations in nf1 are responsible for 30% of the cases with borderline or clinical

diagnosis of nf1. moreover, nf1 heterozygous mutations have been found in subclinical patients without the distinct nf1 triad and therefore, these patients must be considered for molecular diagnosis due to its potentially lethal consequences. thus, it is possible to use neurogem to screen for
nf1 genes from patients with unexplained or misclassified nf1 due to combination of clinical and molecular findings. neurons derived from nf1-deficient neural progenitors were found to have enlarged growth cones, which results in nf1-dependent and ras-dependent hyperactive growth cone

motility that is required for axon branching and neural circuit formation. thus, nf1-deficient neurons may exhibit a growth cone impairment; this may help to elucidate the pathological mechanisms of nf1 and may be of use in the development of treatments for nf1 patients. it is also
interesting to consider the use of neurogem to search for therapeutic drugs. moreover, use of neurogem will promote a deeper understanding of the underlying biology of nf1, which will ultimately have a positive impact in the therapeutic management of this orphan disorder. 5ec8ef588b
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